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Season 3, Episode 16
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Evil Airlines Much?



When a brand new, super-chic, super-fast airlines debuts Clover is totally stoked - because she just won a contest to fly on the plane's maiden voyage!!! Clover, along with a gaggle of international mega-celebrities, will fly from L.A. to Paris in the blink of an eye! She is living the jet-set lifeâ€¦ until the flight begins and she and the rest of the passengers find out that their pilot is actually a demented baddie suffering from a major case of CWS (Celebrity Worship Syndrome). Since he couldn't seem to hang with the cool crowd down on earth, he's decided to take them on a ""permanent vacation"" - he'll ""fly the friendly skies"" with them forever and ever! Of course, he didn't count on having a spy on board. And so, after a 911 x-powder call from Clover, it's Sam and Alex to the rescue. In a b-story, Sam and Alex are angry at Clover for ""forgetting"" to mail their contest entries. Entries for the contest that Clover's just won!!
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
10 April 2005, 20:00
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